The Mining Engineering Society is to hold a meeting next Wednesday, October 19, at 7:30 P. M., in the small dining room. Professor Richards will talk to the society on Mexico, illustrating the talk with lantern slides prepared from photographs which he himself has taken. This meeting will be of great interest to all members of the upper classmen of the course. The inclusion to the meeting is quite general and anyone may be present who so desires.

H. O. Hofman, professor of metallurgy, recently announced that he intends to return, in his course on Mining, to the old order of things. Memoirs formerly consisted in translating and making abstracts of articles on mining published in French or German. Then, on account of inadequate preparation, men found it almost impossible to do the translations in the allotted time, and the course was changed to consist in making abstracts of articles printed in English. Professor Hofman feels that the requirements in language at the Institute are now such that he can return to the old scheme and expect the students to be able to do the work.

Memorials formerly consisted in making geological maps of certain sections near Boston. In former years two men worked together on one section, but this year a new scheme is being tried, under which the sections are half as large as formerly, and each man has one section to himself. In locating points on the map a new system is being used instead of the old coordinate one. The new system is called the Dalian, in honor of Professor Daly of the Institute, he having been originated and introduced by him. It is much simpler and quicker than the old system, and eliminates a great deal of the mechanical labor of making a geological map, allowing one to devote one's time to the more general and interesting aspects of the problem in hand.

All foreign students at the Institute who desire to become members of the Cosmopolitan Club should leave their names at the Cage for hour: Kann man, secretary, at once. Americans desiring to join should do likewise, but election to membership is not guaranteed.

Two papers were presented before the Institute's meeting this week. One was on the mining published in French or German. Then, on account of inadequate preparation, men found it almost impossible to do the work, and the course was changed to consist in making abstracts of articles in English. Professor Hofman feels that the requirements in language at the Institute are now such that he can return to the old scheme and expect the students to be able to do the work.
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